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Tacoma Mall Neighborhood Subarea Plan
Comparative Analysis DRAFT REVIEW

Planning Commission Meeting

September 20, 2017
Presented by Community Attributes to the City of Tacoma

AGENDA

1 Introduction and Background
2 Actions Review and Evaluation
3 Case Studies
4 Findings and Lessons Learned
5 Q&A

1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Current Analysis
> Existing property owners needed more information and context regarding the actions
proposed through the subarea plan
> The analysis is focused on the impact that similar actions have had in other cities and regions
and how those actions were implemented
> The City has a package of proposals – infrastructure, regulations, new roadways (through
connectivity requirement) and wants to contextualized the potential value of these
investments
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Why we’re here tonight…
> Provide background on the draft report
> Discuss findings and observations from the report and analysis
> Provide context for planning commissioners and their evaluation of the draft Subarea Plan
Actions
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Our Approach and Methodology
CAI analyzed case studies relevant to several of the top priority proposed actions. Key
steps in our work included:
> Revisit existing conditions in the Tacoma Mall Neighborhood
> Review and evaluation of proposed actions
> Workshop with the City staff and commercial stakeholders to select actions for further study
> Evaluate and select case study examples in the region
> Compile data and findings on each case study and action studied
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2 ACTIONS REVIEW AND EVALUATION

2 ACTIONS REVIEW AND EVALUATION
Action Review and
Evaluation
• The City and CAI collaborated
to review the subarea plan
proposed actions.
• Workshop with the City’s
project team as well as a
stakeholder representative to
review and select projects for
further study.

Proposed Actions
N EAR , M ID , AND
LONG - TERM
TRANSPORTATION

Examining projects that improved circulation and in
incorporated new roads in existing urban areas

PROJECTS

C ALLS FOR NEW
FUNDING SOURCES

C ONNECTIVITY
REQUIREM ENT FOR

• Process leveraged to narrow
the analysis down to several
actions that the City has
identified.

Findings and Observations

LARGE - SC ALE
DEVELOPM ENT

Reviewing funding strategies and implementation
at the subarea and city wide level, including
mechanisms similar to Tacoma’ Catalytic fund
Focused on understanding how other cities have
incorporated connectivity and circulation
requirements on large block developments

Many cities have incorporated this as a
development tool and incentive with varying levels
STREAM LINING –
P LANNED A CTION EIS of impact
P ERM IT
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3 CASE STUDIES

3 CASE STUDIES

•
•

Economic Activity – Has the
area attracted recent investment
Implementation – What role did
the City play in implementation

Permit streamlining - no project
level SEPA review
Near, mid, and long-term
transportation projects

X

Connectivity requirement for largescale development

X

Calls for new funding sources (e.g.
City catalytic fund, impact fees)

X
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X

Northgate (Seattle)

Everett

Tukwila

X

Totem Lake (Kirkland)

X

Mountlake Terrace

Action Type

Downtown Tacoma

Timeframe – when were the
actions implemented

Federal Way

•

Bel Red Corridor
(Bellevue)

Actions - Types of actions and
investments made by the City

Bothell

•

Kent

CAI evaluated case studies using
the following criteria:

Northgate (Seattle)

Case Study Selection

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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3 CASE STUDIES
Case Study Selection
CAI focused on illustrative
case studies in three
communities in the Puget
Sound region
Each City is different in
what the actions were and
the environment in which
they were implemented

Action Type
Permit streamlining - no project level SEPA
review

Kent, WA - Downtown
and Kent Station

Bothell, WA - Bothell
Crossroads and Landing

Downtown Subarea Action
Plan

Bothell Crossroads Plan
Action EIS

Near, mid, and long-term transportation
projects - Loop road/road realignment

Bothell Crossroads

Connectivity requirement for large-scale
development

Kent Station Plan/Ramsay Bothell Landing Downtown
Way Development Requirements

Calls for new funding sources - Impact Fees

Transportation impact fees

Calls for new funding sources - City
catalytic fund
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Bellevue, WA - BelRed Subarea Plan

Bel-Red Subarea Plan
Connectivity

Transportation impact fees
TIF program
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Bothell
Tacoma Mall

Kent
BelRed

3 CASE STUDIES
Bothell Real Estate Trends

Kent Real Estate Trends
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4 FINDINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED

4 FINDINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED
Bothell Landing – Bothell, WA
Case
Study
City of
Bothell

Lessons for Tacoma - Implementation

N EAR , MID , AND LONG - TERM TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS
•

The City actively purchased properties within the Downtown, invested in infrastructure and environmental
cleanup and then solicited development opportunities, all under the City’s role as a master developer.

•

The City relocated/aided 32 businesses and tore down 30 buildings

•

The City led major road and pedestrian infrastructure improvements

C ONNECTIVITY REQUIREMENT FOR LARGE - SCALE DEVELOPMENT
•

•

Bothell used two approaches to connectivity requirements downtown
1.

Definition of a specific “pre-located street” needed to establish a key connection

2.

limits on parcel perimeter anywhere in the district.

Requirement for new roads to break up large parcels and allows for more flexibility in how developers place new roads.

E CONOMIC AND M ARKET I MPACTS
•

1,684 units of multifamily have been built in Bothell since the Crossroads project began, 12% of which were in the study
area.

•

58% of the 1,292 multifamily units currently in the pipeline are located in the study area.
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4 FINDINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED
Kent Station and Downtown– Kent, WA
Case
Study
City of
Kent

Lessons for Tacoma - Implementation
CONNECTIVITY

REQUIREMENT FOR LARGE- SCALE DEVELOPMENT

•

The City had strong requirements for a new road developed as part of Kent Station

•

The City owned the land and could choose to sell the land below market rate to incentivize higher quality
development

P ERMIT S TREAMLINING
•

While a Planned Action EIS can facilitate development, they are not sufficient to overcome adverse economic
conditions. Supplementary incentives should be considered based on the level of challenge.

FUNDING S OURCES
•

Impact fees are complementary funding sources by design and it is unlikely they could be wholesale substitutes for any
other funding source.

E CONOMIC

AND

M A R K E T O B S E RVAT I O N S

•

The study area population has outpaced the City in terms of growth, while employment growth has lagged.

•

Employment in the study area neighborhood in Kent has not kept pace with growth in the City as a whole

•

Kent Station included more than 183,000 square feet of retail, which represented nearly half of the total retail
development across the City of Kent since 1997.

•

Over 75,000 square feet of office was developed in 2009 in the Kent Station area, the largest single year delivery
across the City over the same period.
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4 FINDINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED
BelRed Subarea – Bellevue, WA
Case Study
City of
Bellevue

Lessons for Tacoma - Implementation
C ONNECTIVITY REQUIREMENT FOR LARGE- SCALE

DEVELOPMENT

•

The City implemented strong master plan and catalyst development incentives that have been leveraged
for large block development (Spring District for example).

•

The City is responsible for major arterial road improvements, while developers/land owners are responsible for
“neighborhood streets” The City has clearly defined how and when new arterial roads will be implemented

•

The City has provided flexibility in terms of the final alignments and location of new neighborhood through streets
for site that are being development in phases

E CONOMIC

AND

M A R K E T O B S E RVAT I O N S

•

Neighborhood development and revitalization has been spearheaded by the master planned development known
as the Spring District.

•

Bellevue’s market conditions vary greatly from those found in Tacoma and the Tacoma Mall Neighborhood
Subarea, meaning much of the success of the plan can be linked to strong market demand for the
products under development.

•

A key component of the market demand in the area is the future implementation of transit in the form of light rail,
which is a major catalyst for developer interest.
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4 FINDINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED
Lessons For Tacoma Mall Neighborhood Subarea
• Subarea plans that have led to success incorporated a diverse and complimentary series of
investments – this can maximize the economic impact on a neighborhood
• For larger block developments, successful efforts clearly defined mechanisms for master planning to
provide flexibility in how infrastructure and other requirements are implemented
• Cities have provided strong leadership in implementing transportation improvements by clearly
defining responsibilities for the City and private land owners – both in terms of design and funding
• Implementation of connectivity requirements has been achieved in cities throughout the region and is
a common requirement for larger block developments
• Cities are limited in how they patriciate in economic development - several cities in the region have
led neighborhood revitalization efforts through property acquisition and disposition, including Kent and
Bothell
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Questions?
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Tacoma Mall Neighborhood
Subarea Plan & EIS
Public Comments Discussion
September 20, 2017
1

Meeting objectives
• Discuss economic analysis
• Discuss public input
• Agree on next steps
•
•
•

Planning Commission discussions – 09/20, 10/04
Recommendation to Council – 10/18 (tentative)
Council action – November/December

2

What’s in the package
• Draft Subarea Plan
• Plan Appendices
– Code changes summary
– Code changes text
– Streetscape designs

• Draft EIS
– Up front environmental
review

Tacomamallneighborhood.com

3

General Comments
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Support for goals
2. No losers through City
actions
3. A plan is needed,
appropriate to market
realities
4. A long range plan and
ideal vision
5. Be clear
6. Edits and clarifications

A. Consider text updates, edits and
clarifications
B. Integrate ongoing staff review

4

Urban Form
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Significant support
2. Yard space
A. Reaffirm minimum 600 x 600
3. Vision for the Northwest
foot block scale vision
District
4. Large blocks can be a
B. Flexibility for larger scale
benefit
development with pedestrian
connectivity

5

Land Use
1. General support
2. Clarify planning context
3. Strengthen design, landscaping
and onsite open space
development standards
4. Subarea boundaries
5. More parking is needed
6. Front doors should not face alleys
7. Permitted building heights
8. Make warehousing a permitted
use
9. Limit townhouses and/or make
them more attractive
10.Link between building height and
green streets

RECOMMENDATIONS:
A. Reflect planning context
B. Finalize Madison District zoning
C. Clarify front doors facing alleys
approach
D. Call for enhancements to City
design review
E. Update Comp Plan for consistency

6

Housing
1. Involuntary displacement
2. Affordable housing targets
3. More information on
housing costs
4. Affordable to lower
incomes
5. Require and incentivize
affordability
6. Senior/inter-generational
housing

RECOMMENDATIONS:
A. Consider affordability targets
B. Consider further actions to
promote affordability
C. Strengthen call for citywide
housing actions

7

Transportation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Support
Highest priorities
Project priorities
Loop Road
Transit station location
I-5 off ramp at 47th/48th St
S. Wright bike boulevard
Link to South Tacoma Way/Water
Flume Trail
9. Bike route on S. Puget Sound Ave.
10. Direct transit to Tacoma Dome
11. Street design
12. WSDOT clarifications
13. Residential streets one-way
14. Pierce and Sound Transit plans and
funding
15. Identify a funding source

RECOMMENDATIONS:
A. Consider minor revisions to projects
prioritization and bike/ped network
B. Add a near-term parking strategy
action
C. Identify strategy to coordinate with
transit partners and WSDOT on
implementation
D. Reflect WSDOT comments
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Connectivity Plans
CONNECTIVITY PLANS:
1. Important goal
2. Balanced proposal
3. Excessive burden
4. Process onerous
5. Thresholds too low
6. S. 37th Street and S. Wright Ave
7. City funding role
8. S. 37th Street
9. 600 x 600 feet
10. Connectivity planned with major
redevelopment
11. Replace proposed connectivity
plan
12. Sites with restricted access

RECOMMENDATIONS:
A. Modify Connectivity Plan process to
accomplish the following:
 Increased thresholds
 A clear, predictable process
 Discretionary City review
A. Consider modifications to Figure T-9:
Priority New Connections Tiers Map
including:
 Show Tier 2 connection points
 Extend proposed S 37th St
A. Decision framework for the Planning
Commission
9

Pedestrian Access Standards
1.
2.
3.
4.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
A. Clarify how proposal would apply to
sites of varying size

Support
Would reduce safety
Frequency and size too high
Threshold should remain
B. Consider exemptions and exceptions
50%
5. Topography, rounding
C. Reduce requirements for alterations
valued between 15 to 50%
6. Sites with restricted access
D. Reduce size of proposed throughconnections
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Environment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
A. Highlight significance of
protecting the aquifer

Support
Evergreen trees
Protecting the aquifer
City implementation
B. Reflect final decision on
Maintenance
Madison District zoning
Green building standards
C. Call for citywide green building
review

11

Community Vitality
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Local serving
Crime
A new name
Support for parks, open space,
Madison School
5. Metro Parks Tacoma and Tacoma
School District
6. Clarify parks map
7. Not enough/the right parks
8. A large park is not needed
9. Remove park in the Mall District
10. Specific comments
11. MPT agency comments

A. Call for authentic community engagement
on neighborhood name
B. Clarify that parks principles and map are
conceptual and aspirational
C. Call for further review on creating small
scale open spaces with development
D. Engage with MPT and TSD to clarify
implementation approach

12

Shared Prosperity
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Support
The economy is fragile
Prioritize supporting business
Recruiting businesses
Diversify the types of businesses
Locally owned versus national
chains
7. Create business opportunities
8. Avoid over-concentration of
improvements
9. Consider NW District catalyst site
10.Mall as a community resource
11.US Post Office

A. Carefully review of connectivity
and pedestrian access standards
B. Review proposed Development
Regulation Agreement criteria
C. Consider revisions to Catalyst sites
map in NW District, Post Office
D. Integrate CAI report key findings

13

Utilities and Services
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Support
2. Recycling
3. Undergrounding

A. Consult Solid Waste regarding recycling and food
waste

Implementation
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Infrastructure keeping pace
Development pays
Local Improvement Districts
City follow through

A. Develop implementation tracking mechanism
in the EIS
B. Highlight funding actions, study of impact fee
approach
14

Meeting objectives
• Discuss economic analysis
• Discuss public input
• Agree on next steps
•
•
•

Planning Commission discussions – 09/20, 10/04
Recommendation to Council – 10/18 (tentative)
Council action – November/December

15

16

TIDEFLATS INTERIM
REGULATIONS

Planning
Commission
Review
9.20.17

1

BACKGROUND
 Council initiated a Tideflats Subarea Plan as required under
PSRC Vision 2040
 Requested the Commission consider need for interim
regulations
 Planning Commission Review:





June 21: Discussed initial findings and approach
August 2: Discussed staff concepts
August 16: Authorized a public review draft and set a public hearing
September 13: Conducted a public hearing

 Public Review:
 14,000 notices
 81 people testified
 Over 200 comments received
2

NEXT STEPS
 September 20 - Planning Commission discusses testimony
 October – Planning Commission recommendation to Council
 October/November – City Council Review and Adoption






Study Session
Public Hearing
1 st Reading of Ordinance
Final Reading of Ordinance
Effective

Follow the process at:
www.cityoftacoma.org/tideflatsinterim
3

THE PROPOSALS
1. Expanded notification for heavy industrial uses;
2. Prohibition of certain non-industrial uses;
3. Prohibition on new residential development along
Marine View Drive;
4. Prohibition on establishing certain new heavy
industrial uses.

4

1. EXPANDED NOTIFICATION
 Applies to:
 Heavy Industrial Uses
 Where a discretionary permit
application or SEPA
determination is required
 Citywide

 What it would do:
 Expand permit notification to
2500’ from Manufacturing
and Industrial Center
boundary, where applicable,
or from individual tax parcel
 Includes a public meeting

5

1. EXPANDED NOTIFICATION

6

1. EXPANDED NOTIFICATION
OPTIONS TO CONSIDER
A. Expand notification to all taxpayers city -wide
B. Distances/thresholds


Staf f Recommendation: Maintain current approach

7

2. NON-INDUSTRIAL USES IN PORT MIC
 Applies to:
 Certain Non-industrial
uses in TMC 13.06.400
 Within the Port of Tacoma
MIC

 What it would do:
 Prohibit new, specified
non-industrial uses
 Prohibit expansion of
existing uses

 What uses?
 All residential uses (group
homes, adult family
homes, retirement homes,
work release, etc.)
 Care facilities
 Destination/High intensity
parks and recreation
 Cultural Institutions
 Agriculture
 Airports
 Hospitals
 Schools (K-12)
 Correctional Facilities
8

2. NON-INDUSTRIAL USES IN PORT MIC

M-1

9

2. NON-INDUSTRIAL USES IN PORT MIC
M-1

M-2

PMI

Adult family home

P/N*

N

N

Confidential shelter

P/N*

N

N

Continuing care retirement community

P/N*

N

N

Day care, family

P/N*

N

N

Emergency and transitional housing

P/N*

N

N

Extended care facility

P/N*

N

N

Foster home

P/N*

N

N

Group housing

P/N*

N

N

Hotel/motel

P/N*

N

N

Intermediate care facility

P/N*

N

N

Live/Work

P

N

N

Residential care facility for youth

P/N*

N

N

Residential chemical dependency treatment facility

P/N*

N

N

Retirement home

P/N*

N

N

Staffed residential home

P/N*

N

N

Student housing

P/N*

N

N

Theater

P/N*

N

N

Work/Live

P

N

N
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2. NON-INDUSTRIAL USES IN PORT MIC
OPTIONS TO CONSIDER
A. Allow limited expansion, per non-conforming use provisions
B. Could narrow the list of uses in the M-1
C. Could exclude all of the M-1


Staf f recommendation: A and B
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2. NON-INDUSTRIAL USES IN PORT MIC
OPTIONS TO CONSIDER
Correctional Facilities







Ordinance No. 28429
Regulates public and private in the same manner, as a conditional
use
Expansion that increases inmate capacity requires CUP major
modification, public meeting.
Scheduled to return to Commission later this year

Staf f recommendation: Maintain interim regulations as
adopted by City Council in Ordinance No. 28429 and
continue to address this issue as part of the development of
permanent regulations relating to that ordinance
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3. RESIDENTIAL PROHIBITION ALONG
MARINE VIEW DRIVE
 Prohibits all new plats and residential development

13

3. RESIDENTIAL PROHIBITION
OPTIONS TO CONSIDER
A. No restrictions
B. Modify boundary
C. Continue to prohibit new platting but allow building of
legal lots
 Staf f recommendation – would allow reasonable
use, focus on the primary area of concern

14

4. HEAVY INDUSTRIAL USE RESTRICTIONS
 Applicability:
 Citywide where heavy
industry is allowed
 New uses

 What it would do:
 Prohibit the
establishment of new
uses.
 Would not limit the
expansion or operations
of existing uses.

 What uses would be subject
to the restrictions?
 Coal terminals and bulk
storage;
 Oil, or other liquid or gaseous
fossil fuel terminals, bulk
storage, manufacturing,
production, processing or
refining;
 Chemical production,
processing, and bulk storage
 Smelting;
 Mining and quarrying.

15

4. HEAVY INDUSTRIAL USE RESTRICTIONS
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4. HEAVY INDUSTRIAL USE RESTRICTIONS
OPTIONS TO CONSIDER
A. No restrictions
B. Modify the list of uses:
 Narrow
 Expand

C. Expansion of existing use
 Permit process
 Amount of expansion

 Staf f recommendation: Expanded list + CUP

17

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS









MIC/Industrial Lands
Critical Areas
Encroachment
Transportation
Climate
Of f-site Impacts
Emergency Response
Emergency Ordinances

 Public process
 Modifications to public review draft
 Other?
18

OTHER TOPICS









Legal questions
Timing
SEPA
Economic impacts
Consultation
Support for Subarea Plan
JBLM
Basis for regulations

19

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:

PLANNING COMMISSION MEMBERS

FROM:

JEFF MCINNIS, PE

SUBJECT:

TIDEFLATS INTERIM REGULATIONS

DATE:

SEPTEMBER 15, 2017

I am writing this the day after the public hearing, Thursday September 14th. Although my
eyes are a bit droopy from the late night, I felt it was important to get my thoughts on paper
while they are still fresh in my mind. Unfortunately, I cannot be at the meetings on
September 20th or October 4th. I wish to have my thoughts known for the vote on the
Tideflats Interim Regulations that will take place in my absence.
When I consider the preponderance of the testimony in favor of the interim regulations, I
am particularly struck by its nature – most of the testimony was not that the interim
regulations were a great way to “pause” the development in the tideflats until we can arrive
at some decisions through the sub-area plan. Most of the testimony centered on the idea that
we stop the fossil fuels industry.
This, to me, betrays the real agenda behind this issue. The interim regulations, in most
proponents mind, is not a pause on the development of businesses in the tideflats while we
figure out what is best for all of Tacoma and Pierce County, but a first step in shutting down
an industry – gut the sub-area process before it starts and put the port in a position of
having to win back its rights.
The Port has operated for nearly 100 years, and over those 100 years it has made great
strides to improve the cleanliness of its operations. It, and we, have work to do, and a
portion of that work is on our docket as the sub-area plan. To put the interim regulations in
place is, as one speaker put it, a “slap in the face” to the history of the port, the workers at
the port, and the necessary service it provides to our community. As many speakers testified
to, the history of Tacoma is of an unsavory nature. That we can look back on that is not, to
me, testimony that the port should be looked at with a jaundiced eye, but testimony to the
fact that they are improving. That improvement took place without regulations of the nature
we are considering, and there is no reason to believe that these regulations will cause any
additional improvement on the tideflats.
As technology and business models improve, I’m confident that green power will be the
result, but we will get there by degrees. Bunker fuel systems will be replaced by LNG, and
LNG will be replaced by a technology currently in a test tube somewhere. Every source of
power brings with it an economic and environmental price that we must mitigate. I worked
recently with an engineer who designs wind farms. His biggest issue – how to prevent bird
strikes. No energy source is without a price. It is our job, and the job of the planning
department of the City of Tacoma, to mitigate for the environmental price paid for every

project we create – from the Starbucks, to the parks, to the industrial facilities. Aiding the
shutdown of an industry is not in the Planning Commission’s job description; mitigating for
its effects is our job.
We all want green power, and when it is available and financially viable, we will have it.
There is a very ripe market clamoring for it – no entrepreneur worth his salt would refrain
from bringing it to market if it was viable – he or she would be an overnight billionaire.
What we have to make now are binary decisions – is this technology better than that
technology, and so on.
Tacoma is a city desperately in need of attracting businesses. Russell is gone, DaVita is gone,
and nobody seems to be concerned. When we pass regulations that take aim at our local job
producers, how surprising is it that they cease investment and make plans to pack up and
leave? Others, possibly with an eye to this gem of the South Sound, also take note that, while
Tacoma might be a great place to raise a family, they don’t know how long they would last
here until somebody decides to put their industry in the crosshairs. No person would
knowingly put themself in that position, and no business will either.
Lastly, I believe we have a fiduciary duty to the City to reject the interim regulations. The
City will be sued if these regulations are enacted, and legal precedence for damages exist.
While ours is only an advisory vote, we mustn’t avoid the ramifications of the decision. We
are in a position of advising the City Council – let’s make sure our advice is the best we have
to offer and not put the Council in a position of needing to ignore our advice in order to
make the right decision.
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